GRAPHICS FOR NEWS

BrainNews is a sophisticated MOScompatible on-air graphics control system
that enables News departments to integrate
Brainstorm’s powerful real-time high-quality
3D graphics engine into their workflow
without the need for continuous input from
designers or the graphics department.
BrainNews allows complex graphics
integration with the most commonly
available newsroom environments to further
enhance content creation in sophisticated
workflows systems.
With Brainstorm’s eStudio at its core, the
industry’s fastest real-time 3D graphics
engine, BrainNews allows journalists and
producers with no prior 3D graphics
knowledge to input data into pre-defined
templates that are then updated in the
system and added to a rundown list for
immediate broadcast in the playout area.
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NEWSROOM INTEGRATION
BrainNews is MOS-based and seamlessly integrates with newsroom systems such as Avid’s iNews, AP’s ENPS,
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SCALABILITY

BRAINNEWS COMPONENTS
BRAINNEWS CONTROLLER

Using networked PCs, BrainNews is a fully scalable system

Software module dedicated to play out the graphics
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and budget.

customization of graphics.

NEWSROOM INTEGRATION
BrainNews is MOS-based and integrates with Avid’s

BRAINNEWS MANAGER
Provides floating licenses in the newsroom.

iNews, Ap’s ENPS, Annova’s OpenMedia, Octopus and
VSN’s VSNNews.

BRAINNEWS JOURNALIST
Module that allows editing of template graphics. It is not

MULTIPLE FORMAT SUPPORT
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EASY TEMPLATE EDITING

BRAINNEWS CLIENT

Pre-defined templates are easily accessible by journalists.

An ActiveX plug-in used by the journalists to select the

Users can modify template data at anytime, editing text and
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SUPPORT FOR EXTERNAL DATA APPLICATIONS

BRAINNEWS SNAPSERVER

BrainNews’ SmartTemplates link seamlessly to external

A dedicated render system that centralises and provides

data sources, and can collect data from applications such as

graphics preview for the journalist and full resolution

spreadsheets, databases, feeds or websites.

graphics, images or movies.

ADVANCED CONTROL FUNCTIONS

BRAINNEWS GATEWAY

BrainNews Controller is an easy-to-use module that

A software module to manage the MOS comunications with

allows real-time preview, live take/next take functions for

the Newsroom systems.

immediate broadcasting of last minute changes, and the
ability to include special commands in the running order for
logo or bumper insertion.

BRAINNEWS

BRAINNEWS ESTUDIO PLAYER
The eStudio engine to play the BrainNews graphics.
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